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Computational/Experimental Aeroheating
Predictions for X-33 Phase II Vehicle
H. Harris Hamilton II, K..lames \Veihnuenster. *
Thonias ,J. Horvath, and Scott A. Berry t
NASA Langley Rc,_earch, C.'ntcr, Hampton. E4 2/f681
Laminar and turbulent heating-rate calculations from an "engineering" code and
laminar calculations from a "benchmark" Navier-Stokes code are compared with experi-
mental wind-tunnel data obtained on several candidate configurations for the X-33 Phase
II flight vehicle. The experimental data were obtained at a Mach number of 6 and a
freestream Reynolds number ranging from 1 to 8 x 10_Vft. Comparisons are presented
along the windward symmetry plane and in a circumferential direction around the body
at several axial stations at angles of attack from 20 to 40 deg. The experimental results
include both laminar and turbulent flow. For the highest angle of attack some of the
measured heating data exhibited a "non-laminar" behavior which caused the heating to
increase above the laminar level long before "classical" transition to turbulent flow was
observed. This trend was not observed at the lower angles of attack. When the flow
was laminar, both codes predicted the heating along the windward symmetry plane rea-
sonably well but under-predicted the heating in the chine region. When the flow was
turbulent the LATCH code accurately predicted the measured heating rates. Both codes
were used to calculate heating rates over the X-33 vehicle at the peak heating point on
the design trajectory and they were found to be in very good agreement over most of the
vehicle windward surface.
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Nomenclature
altitude, ft
heat transfer coefficient, BTU-,_ec/ft 4
enthaltu, ft" /scc-'
vehMe length, bwhc.s
Math ,mmber
pressure. Ib/ ft'-'
Reynolds nunll)er based on length
nose radius, i_whc.s
heat transf(q" rate. BTU/ft-'- scc
temperature, dcgF
velocity, ft/scc
Cartesian l)ody coordinates, inches
angle of attack, (leg
surface enfinsivitv
density, .shtg._ / f t :_
Subscripts
FR Fay and Riddell
w Wall
_C, Fl'(_(_nt I'(_aIll
Introduction
HE Access to Space Study a by NASA rocom-
mended tit(, (teveh)Imwnt of a heavy-lift fully
reusat)le launch vehMe (RLV) _':_ to l)rovide a next-
generation reusable lmm(:h system capable of r(,Iial)ly
* Senior Rt!sear(:h Engineer. ,\ero! hernlodynanlics l_ranch.
Aero- and (;as-Dynamics Division. llesearch and Technology
(;roup, Associate Vellow AIAA.
(Research Engineer, :\erolhermodynamics Branch, Aero-
and Gas-Dynaniics Division, ttesearch and Techiloh)gy Group.
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serving national space transportation needs at greatly
reduced cost. As part of this program, the X-33 serves
as a technology demonstrator for the RLV. It ix envi-
sioned to be approximately a one-half-scale prototype
of the RLV that will demonstrate the technologies re-
quired to develop and operate a flfll scale vehM('.
At the completion of a X-33 Phase I COlnpetition.
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works wan awarded th(, Phase
II <'ontract for the (t(_sign. (t(welolmwnt and <'oilstrllc-
lion of tit(' X-33 flight vehicle. In addition. Lockheed
ix in ('barge of the flight tent program. It in at, in-
d|lstry led effort in partnership with NASA to supt)ort
the (lehigh and (h'velolmWnt work (m the X-33 through
forlnal task agrt_elnelltS.
In the design of ally tl.vpersonic vehicle, aero-
dynamic heating ix an important issue. This paper
presents results generated in support of tank agree-
Ill('llt.n with Lockheed to I)rovith ' exl>erimental aerody-
natal(' heating data and comlmtatiolml fluid dynami('
(CFD) calculations in s|lpl)ort of X-33 aerotht,rmody-
nmni<' developlnent and design. 4 It should 1)(' viewed
as a report of work-in-progress since additional work
will be performed during the next sevtq'at nlonths that
will also support the final design.
ReSlllts froill experimental hoatillg lll(!asllrOlll(qltS
and CFD computations art, pres(mted and compared.
In addition, ongoing efforts in n|ll)t)ort ¢)f (best' tank
agr('0ill(qlts will lw (lin(:usse(l. S()m(' of th(' ext)eri-
mental heating results prestmte(l in thin pal)er were
in SUl)t)ort of the task to ntu(ly laminal'-to-turbul(qlt
t)omMary-layer transition, r'
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X-33 Geometry
The X-33 configuration is a lifting body design
with symmetrical canted fins, twin vertical tails, and
two body flaps located at the rear of tile fuselage. The
vehicle is powered by a linear Aero-st)ike engine. It has
a length of approxinlat(,ly 756 inches from the nose to
the end of the engine block and a span of approxi-
mately 920 inches from wing t.ip to wing till. Tile
geometry of the x-aa vehicle has evolved during the
course of hoth the Phase I and II effort.s, 4 thus results
from several different vehicle geometries (D Loft, Rex,
C. and Rex, F) are discussed in this paper. The D Loft.
was the configuration that emerged from Phase I and
was use(t in the early t)art of Phase II.
The 1Rev C configuration is a revision of tire D-
loft. For Rev-C, the nose region had a slightly different
shape to simplit_v the construction of the metallic pan-
(,Is used in the Thermal Protection System (TPS) and
there weE'(, also changes in the base region. Both a toil
an(t hottonl perspective view of this configuration are
showll ill Figs. 1 and 2. restlectively.
Ji,liii_iiiiii_
Fig. 1 Top view of X-33 Rev-C configuration
Fig. 2 Bottom view of X-33 Rev-C configuration
The (lihedral of the canted-fin on both the D-Loft and
Rev C configurations was 37 degrees.
The Rev F is a further revision of tire vehicle
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geolnetry to imI)rov(' its aerodynalltic (:hara('t(_risti(:s.
This configuration has the same foret)ody shape as
Rev C but the dihedral of the canted fin was low-
ere(t t() 20 degrees to iml)rove pitch-trim charaeteristi('s
across the speed range and the size of ill(' leeside ver-
tical tails was increased to improve lateral-directional
stability at low speeds. Although there have I)een a(l-
(titional vehi('le modifications sill('e Rex" F, these mod-
ifications have been relatively minor.
Experimental Method and Test
Conditions
Exl)erimental results presented in this paper
were obtained in the NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC) 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel. The tunnel is a hy-
personic blow down facility which uses heated, dried,
filtered air as the test medium. Typical operating
conditions for this tunnel cover a range of stagnation
pressures fron! 30 to 500 psi, stagnation temperatures
from 760 ° R to 1000" R, and freestream unit Reynolds
numbers from apl)roximately 0.5 to 8 x 10 (_ per foot.
For these operating conditions, the frees(ream Math
number ranges between approximately 5.8 and 6.1.
The tunnel has a two-dimensional nozzle and a test
section that is 20.5 by 20 inches. A more detailed de-
scription of the facility is given by Micol. [_
Experimental heating tests were conducted (m a
10-inch forebody of the D Loft configuration, repre-
senting apl)r()ximately the forward 70 t)ereent of tile
flfil vehicle, and on a Rev C, 10-inch "tip-to-tail" con-
figuration in tile Langley 20-Inch Math 6 Tunnel. The
tests on tile D-Loft forehody model were part of a
study designed to o])tain "smooth body or natural"
boundary-layer transition on the x-a3 vehicle, a Be-
('ause of the fast paced nature of the x-aa program.
the models used in the ext)erimental tests l)resented in
this paper were not measured to determine how well
they agreed with the vehicle shape. However, for all
future ext)erinmntal heating models, quality assurance
measurements are lllanne(l as a part of the model eon-
structioi_ t)ro('ess.
The ext)erimental test conditions for these exper-
iments are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Two
identical models (designated A and B) were used dur-
ing the D Loft forebody tests to look at tile effect of
model eonstru('tion on 1)oth tile heat transfer and tran-
sition results.
All the heat transfer measurements were per-
formed using a two-color, relative-intensity t)hosphor
thermogral)hy technique to enal)le Ol)tical acquisition
of the test data. r's With this technique, silica ce-
ramic win(t-tunnel models are slip caste(l _ and coated
with a mixture of phosl)hors which fluoresce in two
regions of tile visible st)Pc(run! (red and green) when
illuminated with ultras, iolet light. The fluorescence in-
tensity is delmndent on the amount of incident light
an(t local temperature of the t)host)hors. By acquiring
AND ASTRONAUTICS PAPER 98-0869
Table 1 Test conditions for D Loft forebody.
Run Model M-._ _ 1)_ Tx Re/.
d(,g lb/ft 2 deg R x 10 -_
6 A 5.95 40 12.22 112.9 1.86
8 A 5.97 40 23.77 111.8 3.70
24 B 5.97 40 23.60 111.7 3.67
7 A 5.99 40 33.79 114.6 5.07
32 B 5.99 40 33.75 115.5 4.99
9 A 6.00 40 43.04 112.7 6.64
15 A 5.99 30 33.79 114.6 5.07
19 A 5.98 20 33.52 114.1 5.06
30 B 5.98 20 34.(}4 115.4 5.03
Table 2 Test conditions for Rev C configuration.
Run M_ _, I)_ T_ R('t_
deg lb/ft=' (leg R x 1(}-(_
6 5.96 30 5.76 1(}9.4 0.93
5 5.97 30 11.80 112.0 1.83
4 5.99 30 23.35 111.8 3.64
7 6.00 30 33.56 114.5 5.05
31 5.99 20 23.04 111.1 3.63
2 5.99 40 23.29 111.4 3.65
fluorescence intensity images of an illuminated model
exposed to the win(l-tunnel flow, surface temt)erature
mat)s can b(, cal(:ulated on l)ortions of the model in
the ('anmra's view. A temt)eratur(' calibration of the
syst(mt ('on(htct(_(t prior to tit(' test l)rovides data ne('-
ossktrv t() ('()IP_'(_l't the tw()-color imag('s t() tpill])(_ratlll'O.
Acquiring images (t(,m])eratur(,s) at (tiff(q(,nt times in
the win(1-tumwl run (,nalfl(,s local heat transfer coef-
ficient to 1)e ('omput(,d. Comparison of heat transfer
m(,asur('ments ot)tain(,d with t lw t.h(wmograt)hi(' t)hos-
t)hor te('hni(tue to those obtain(_d using conv(,nti()na]
thin-fihn resistan('e gaug(,s have shown (_xcellent agree-
IllOIlt.lO
In r(mtine use of this t(whni(lue, the phosphor
coating (_1 rail in thickness) has t)rov(m robust and
does not typically require refinl)ishment dm'ing a test.
This t('(:hni(tue, whi(:h has t)een widely used at the
Langley R(,search Cent(w. offers two distinct advan-
tages over cony(rational heat transfer test methods.
First. the measurements t)rovide a quantitative resolu-
tion of global surfa('(, tmnl)eratures and ]mating unlike
(lis(aet(' gauge measurem(,nts. In addition, the m()(M
construction, testing anti (tata reduction can l)e per-
formed much faster anti cheat)(w than other testing
metho(ts.
Computational Methods
Exl)(wimentally m(_asme(t heating data are c()m-
t)ared with l)redictions from a 'q)enchmark" Nax, i(,r-
Stokes c<)d(, (LAURA Langley A(wothermo<tynamic
Ul)wind Relaxati<)n Algorithm). and an "engineer-
ing" co(h, (LATCH Langley Apt)roximate Three-
Dimensional Convective Heating), which is based on
a l)omMary-layer-inviscid method.
LAURA Code
Th(' LAURA co(t(_ I1 13 is a thr(,(_-dimensional,
tinit(,-vohmm. Navier-Stok('s ('od(, based (m an upwind
relaxation algorithm that can COmlmt(, I)oth t)(_rfect
and real gas flows. Inviscid fluxes are ('omtmted us-
ing Roe's averaging 14 and XI'O("N 1-' Symmetric Total
Variation Diminishing (ST\D) to achieve se('ond of
tier a('(:ura('y away flom disc(mtinuities. Second order
ac('urate, central differences are used to comtmte the
vis(:OUS t:hlx.
The governing (,quations are solved by march-
ing in "pseu(h)" time until a steady state solution is
a(:hieved. The treatment of the governing equations
is descril)(,d as l)oint implicit be('ause varial)les at the
(:ell ('(rater are treated |rot)licitly. wh(,reas th(' latest
availabl(, data at(' used for th(, other terms. With this
strategy, up(tating ('('11 ('entered varial)h,s r('(tuires th('
im,(,rsi(m of a much smaller matrix and only one level
of storage. Th(' LAURA co(t(' has 1teen shown to con>
par(, well with 1)oth flight la and wind tunnel 17 (lata.
LATCH Code
The LATCH ('o(te ls'l'_ is an al)proximat(_ tln'(,(,-
dimensional heating cod(, 1)as(,d on the axisymmetri('
analog for general thit_(,-(tim(,nsional I)oundary lay-
ers. _° In this method the l)oun(tary-layer equations are
first written in a streamlin(,-ori(mte(l coor(tinat¢, sys-
tem (.s, i_,_) w|wre ._' is th(' (tistan('e measure(1 along
an inviscid st r(,amlin('. 3 is tang(,nt to the sllrfa('o an(t
normal to the stremnlilw direction, anti 1_ is normal
to the surface. If the viscous crossflow in tim t)ound-
ary layer is small and ('an be n(@ecte(t (as it can I)e
when the streamline (:urvatur(' is small or when the
wall is ('old). the t)oundary-layer equations r(,(luce to
an axisymmetri(' fc)rm if .s" is interpret(,d as the dis-
tan('(' along an "'equival(mt'" axisymmetri(: I)odv and
the metric coeffi('i(,nt h, asso('iated with the spread-
ing ()f the streamlines, is imerlneted as the ra(tius
of the equivalent axisymmetric body. This greatly
simplifies the bomMary-layer solution and means that
apt)fox|mate three-dimensional heating rates ('an Im
comlmted ahmg an individual streamline ind('t)cn(tent
of other streamlines using any axisymmetri(' heating
pre(li('tiou method. The al)l)roach is siml)lified flnther
by using an approximate integral heating te('hni(lue, '-'1
which has |teen shown to agree with more detailed
finit(,-difference I)ouiMary-lay('r solutions, to ('al('ulat('
heating rates. In 1)ra('tice. solutions are carried out
ahmg multit)le streamlines simultaneously in a march-
ing fashion so that th(, at)])roxilnate I)oun(tm'y solution
over the comt)h'te I)od,v is obtain('d in a single l)aSs
d()wn the l)o(ly r('(tuiring about 5 10 minutes on a
(h,sktop workstation.
To apl)ly this ineth()d, the inviscid streamlines
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and metric coefficients are required and must lm ob-
tained from a three-dinmnsional inviscid solution. In
this paper the im'iscid solutions were obtained using
the inviscid version of the LAURA ('ode, described pre-
vi(msly, and the inviscid version of the DPLUR code,'-'"
a flowfiel(t code that has been optimized for running
on parallel contpulers. These solutions require more
time than the LATCH boundary-layer solutions, but
nmch less time than the flfll Navier-Stokes solutions.
The primary advantage of the LATCH code is that
reasonably a('curate heating solutions can be obtained
in much less tim(, than for a Navier-Stokes (:ode and
thus more solutions can be COmlmted for the same ex-
penditure of resources. The relatively fast turnaround
makes LATCH an extremely useflfl code for vehMe de-
sign. The LATCH (:ode has been shown to comt)m'e
well with both wind tuimel an(l flight data and with
other more detailed flowfield codes.19"-'a
All of the calculations for wind tUlmel conditions
l)resented in this pat)er for both tim LAURA and
LATCH (:odes were run for a constant wall temper-
ature of 540 (leg. R (80 deg. F). The heating data for
these conditions are presented in terms of heat transfi?r
(:o(_tlicient to minimize th(" effect of wall temperature
on the results. The flight calculations were run at the
local radiation equilibrium wall temt)erature assuming
a surface emmisivity of 0.9.
Results and Discussion
In this section, heating predict|oils from the
LATCH and LAURA ('ode are first compared with
ext)erimental heating nmasurements obtained in the
20-Inch Maell 6 Tunnel on a D Loft forebody model
and a Rev C "tii)-to-tail" model. Predictions fl'om the
LATCH an(l LAURA codes are then compare(1 for the
t)eak laminar heating I)oint on the X-33 design trajec-
tory.
D-Loft Forebody
As a part of the X-33 boundary-layer transition
study, r' a 10-inch forebody model of the D Loft config-
uration (apt)roximately 0.019 scale) was constructed.
This model represents at)proximately the forwm'd 70
percent of the complete configuration from tile nose
to just ahea(t of the canted-fin, fllselage juncture (see
Figs. 1 and 2). A t)erspective view of the forebody
configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The model size rep-
resented a eomt)ronfise between the desire to test the
largest t)ossil)le model to enhance the proI)ability of
obtaining "smooth body or natural" transition over a
rang(, of angles of attack (20 `) _< (_ _< 40 ° ) and the
desire to nfininfize the disturbance or blockage of the
flow in the tunnel.
Although no experimental hypersonic l)ressure
data have been ot)tained on any of the X-33 config-
urations, calculated results are available. The calcu-
lated surface t)ressure distributions along the wind-
Fig. 3 X-33 D-Loft forebody configuration
ward syimnetry plane are presented in Fig. 4 for
(_ = 20 ° ,30", and 40 ° angle of attack. Only the in-
viscid results are 1)resented since both the inviseid and
viscous LAURA calculations me in good agreement.
The pressures increase with angle of attack as w()uhl
be expe(:ted. There are two regions of over expan-
sion and recomt)ression: one near x/L ,_ 0.1, and the
second near x/L _ 0.45. The strength of 1)orb r(_com-
l)ression regions increases with .angle of attack. For
this Math number, the nondimensional pressure at the
sonic point is approximately 0.49. thus at (t = 20" and
30 ° the sonic point is on the nose ahead of the first re-
compression but at (t = 40 ° the sonic point is located
much filrther downstream at x/L ,_ 0.35.
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Fig. 4 Windward symmetry plane inviscid pres-
sures on the D-Loft forebody configuration at
,_I_ = 6.
Inviscid surface streamlines on the lower surface
are presented in Figs. 5-7 for _ = 20. ° 30, ° and 40. °,
rest)eetively. At (_ = 40, ° the pressure on the symme-
try plane is higher than for the lower angles of attack
and the streanfline patterns indicate that there is out-
flow on the lower surface. However, at a = 20, ° the
windwar(l symmetry plane pressure is lower and the
streamlne patterns indicate nmch more inflow than at
the higher angles of attack.
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M -§
Fig. 5 Inviscid surface streamlines on windward
side tile D-Loft forebody configuration at M_ = 6,
_= 20".
Fig. 6 Inviscid surface streamlines on windward
side the D Loft forebody configuration at M .... 6,
(_= 30".
Fig. 7 Inviscid surface streamlines on windward
side the D-Loft forebody configuration at ,'tl_ = 6,
(_= 4()".
Windward synmmtry plane heating results at (_ =
40 ° and Rcr = 1.83x10 _, are l)resented in Fig. 8.
Ic,
0.8
0.7
o.s
°.4
03
0.2
0A
0.1
.0
M = 6 -- LATCH - Lam/anr
a = 40 deg cj Exp_tment - Flun S
Re L. 1.9 x 10' LAURA - Lacnk_a¢
I I I I I I I I ! I
0.1 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 1.0
_L
Fig. 8 Windward symmetry heating on the D-Loft
forebody at 3i_ = 6, _ = 40", and Rel = 1.9xlff'.
The heating results m'e 1)res(,nt('d ;is a heat transfer
('oetfi(:ient ratio h/hl../_ versus .r/L. where h is the lo-
cal heat transfer (.oefficient and h/../_ is the stagnation
point heat transfer coefficient calculated using the the-
ory of Fay and lli¢ldell _ for a sphere with the radius
at)proximately equal to the nose radius of the model
(R,, = 1.033 inches). Presenting the heat transfl,r re-
sults in this form (i. e. h/hl.,/_) has two benefits. First.
the sensitivity of the results to wall temporatm'e vari-
ations is essentially removed. This is important for
these wind tunnel data because the wall to total en-
thalpy ratio is relatively high (h,./h,,,. ,._ 0.6) and the
measured heating rate is significantly affected by vari-
ation in the wall temperature while the heat transfer
coefficient is not. For the hypersonic portion of the
X-33 flight trajectory the wall to total et|thalpy ratio
is lower (0.2 0.3) and the effect of wall temperature on
heat transfer ]'ate is much lower than for the Mat'h 6
wind tunnel. The second I_enefit is that. for the rang('
of Reynolds ntlnl})ers ill th(' 20-Inch Mat'h 6 tllnllel.
this ratio is relatively insensitive to Reynolds num])er
variation for laminar flow because both the immerator
and denominator haw_ a similar dependence.
In figure 8. both the LATCH and LAURA cal-
culations are comlmred with the experinlental heating
(lata along the windward symmetry plane fin' an an-
gle of attack of 40" and a Reynolds number based
on model length of 1.9x10 _*. In both sets of ('ahfla-
tions tim flow has been assumed to be laminar because
of t h(' relatively low I/eyllohts number for this ('ase.
The LAURA predictions are in good agreement with
the measured heating over the entire length of the
model. The (lifferences are largest in the stagnation re-
gion where the measured heating is apt)roximately 1{}
percent higher than the LAURA prediction but down-
stream of the stgnation region the LAURA t)redi('tions
generally agree with the measured heating data within
about 5 percent or less. The LATCH l)rodictions are in
5 oF 11
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good agre(unent with both the LAURA l)redieiions and
with the measured heating data over the entire length
of the model. Tile good agreement between LATCH
and the other results for this case is en('()uraging.
For this same case, lateral (listributions at four
axial stations x/L = 0.3, 0.5.0.7, an(l 0.9 are l)resented
in Figs. 9 12. rest)cot|rely. The heating results are
t)lotted ii1 the f()rm of h/hFR versus .q/L where y is
the lateral c()or(linate on the body which is zero in the
symmetry l)lalm and L is the model length (L = 10
inches).
At x/L = 0.3 (Fig. 9), the heating is a minimum
near the symmetry plane (y/L = 0) and rises to a peak
in the chine region. Both LATCH and LAURA |)re-
diet an increase in heating in the chine region as wouhl
t)e ext)ected, with LAURA l)redietions being at)prox-
iinately 10 percent higher than LATCH t)redietions.
However, both are significantly lower than the mea-
sure(I data in this region (25-30 I)erceilt). This was
not expected since the flow was thought to be lmni-
nar at this Reynolds number, and based on exl)erienee
with other configurations such as the Shuttle Orbiter
(which has a much smaller chine radii), it would be
expeete(I that the predict|oils would be in 1)etter agree-
ment with laminar data. The LAURA solution was
run for a sufficient tiine to achieve convergence for tile
grid that was used (161 x 181 x 64). A grid conver-
gence study is planned but has not been comt)leted.
However, based on LAURA calculations on other con-
figurations, such as the Shuttle Orbiter, it is thought
that tile grid is sufficient to produce a(:eurate heating
t)redi('tions. Similar results are noted for the other lat-
eral heating distributioils at x/L = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 in
Figs. 10, 11, an([ 12.
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Fig. 9 Lateral heating distribution on the D-Loft
forebody at x/L = 0.3, 5I_ = 6, ct = 40 ° , and RcL =
1.9x10 _.
For this angle of attack ((_ = 40°), heating distri-
butions along the windward symmetry plane for three
higher Reynolds immhers, ReL = 3.7,5.0, and 6.6
x 10, G are t)resented in Figs. 13, 14. and 15. For
ReL = 3.7x10 6 (Fig. 13), there is good qualitative
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M. S LATCH
a. 40 deg o Experiment - Run 6
ROL= 1.9 x 10' .... LAURA
Fig. 10 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.5, M_ = 6, a = 40 ° , and
RcL = 1.9xl0".
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Fig. 11 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.7, ._I_ = 6, o = 40 ° , and
Re/. = 1.9xl(} _.
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Fig. 12 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.9, M_ = 6, a = 40 ° , and
Re_, ----1.9x106.
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agr('fqn{`nt h(qxve(qt th{` nt('asur(>(l h{,ating data and tho
Imninar calculations of l){})h LATCH and LAUHA un-
til near x/L _ 0.6 wh{,re th{` measured iwating ris{'s
ral)id]y indicating that boundary layer und{,rg()(,s tran-
sition. Th(, heating continu(,s to ris(, {lownstr0am until
it {`xc{`{`ds tit(, turbuh,nt LATCH calculations hoar the
('rid of the I}ody suggesting that th{` flow is close 1()
fiflly turt)uh,nt in this regh)n. Experilnental data fi'om
tw() different runs hay{` I}{`{`n in(:lud('d in th{` figure.
Th{` two experim{`ntal h(,ating results are in reason-
al)ly good agr{'{'m(mt.
For R_"L = 5.0x10 (i (Fig. 14), the m(,asurt,d heat-
ing dala follows th(' laminar LATCH calculations to
a Vahl(, of -</L _ (}.I wh{`re it l)0gins to depart fi'om
th{` pr(Miction. N() LAURA calculations art, available
at this ll(,ynohls tmmber. At x/L _ 0.5 0.G, the mea-
sured heating rises rapidly to a value slightly above the
turlmh,n) LATCH pr('diction and maintains that level
until n{`ar )it(, {`ml of th{` bodT,. In g{`n{`ral th(, turbu-
](m) LATCH l}r0dicti{ms agr0{' with th(' tnt'asured data
to within I0 12 i}erct'nt.
For th{` highest lq{`ynolds munl)er t{`st(,d. R¢I. =
6.G:r10" (Fig. 15), laminar pr{`dictions m'(, availal}h,
fi'om l)oth LATCH and LAUIRA. Th0 trt,nd of the {,x-
l}{,rinwntal and predict{`d r(,sults art' simihtr to those al
Hot. = 5.0:r10 (; (Fig. 14), ext:t'l)t that the d{`partur{` l)(,-
tw(,{`n tilt' nteasur(,d h(,ating and the predictions near
x/L _ 0.1 is much mort' al)parent. It is inter{`sting
to not(' that th(' location wh{`r(' th(' measured [mating
departs from th(' laminar i}r{,dictions is just down-
str('alll of th{` first r{`t'Ontl)r(,ssion region oI)s{`rv{,(I in
th{` l)rt'dict('d l)r('ssur{` distributions (Fig. 4). It may It0
l)ossibh , that this r(,(:olnprt'ssit)n is introducing a dis-
furl)an('(' in th(, flow that causes the heating to depart
from th{` eXl}{,ct(,d laminar tr('nd and {,v(mtual]y l}uihls
up and I)roduc{`s th{` classical "transition" l)ehavior
that is obs{`rv{`d further down tilt, l}ody. It may also l)e
l}ossibh' that thin'(, is suHici(,nt surfac{` rt)ughness in the
nose rt,gi(m to l)r()duc{' a distml)anc{, in th(, flow that
('itllS{`s lh{` (h}wItstl'{'q-tIll h{`;ltiIIg to iIICI'0as(" ;l])OV(' th{`
laminar l{`v{`l until it has grown sufficitmtly strong to
l}r{}nlol{` th(, classical tt'allsit.ion behavior obserw,d fin-
th(,r (h)wnstn_ant. A l}ehavior sintilm' to this has 1){`(,n
obs(,rv(,d by Borry, {'( a[. 2_ during t{`sts of discr{`te sur-
fact` roughness on th{` Shutth' Orbiter. VChat.ever th{`
caus{`, th{` h{`ating aft of .r/L _ 0.1 (h)os not folh}w tho
ext){`ct{`d lantinar tr{`nds. The heating when t}h}tt.('d
as h/ht.-,¢ shouht r('main al)t)roxinmt('ly constant at
a fix{`d location on lh{` m{}d{`l with in(:r(,asing R('ynohls
ntunl)tw for laminar flow.. Comparing results for the
varitms Reynolds numl)tws. Figs. 8 and 13 15, it can b('
s('{`n that this is the observed 1)ehavior for t.he laminar
calculations l)ut it is not fbr th{` {`Xl)(wimental measur{`-
lilt`IllS: titus, th{`l'{` lllUSt 1){` SOffit` kind of ([iStlll'l}all('{`
that is ('ausing the flow to dot)art from laminar. If this
is tru{` it may als() 1)(, aff{`cting tit{' lat{`ral heating in
lh{` chin(' r{`gion that was obs(_rved l)r{`viously at tlm
lower I_(,yn{)hts mmlt}{`r in Figs. 9-12.
i
12-
M = 6 LATCH - Landn4r
11 _ a 7, 40 _g :) E_o_'_mt - Rtm 2410 Rt[= 3.? • 10' E_- R_ IIt._URA - talmlnat
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','_ _c .,qs
o.6 _ _-F .c_
O.S _-
0.2 _t_)
01
%,° o,_ 6 o'_ ' & o,_ 6 o!_ o,, '1004
x/L
Fig. 13 Windward syinmetry heating on the D-
Loft forebody at 31<=,. = 6, ¢_ = 40", and Re1. =
3.7x 10 c'.
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Fig. 14 Windward symmetry heating on the D-
Loft forebody at .1I_ = 6, (_ = 40", and R_t =
5.0x10 _.
For th{` hight`st R{,ynolds numl)er cas(,. Rot. =
6.6a'10 (_, lateral distributi(ms at the sam{` ti}ur axial
stations, :r/L = 0.3. {}.5. (1.7. and (}.9, as sh{}wn l)r{`-
viously at a h)w{`r Reyn{}hls nunfl)(,r art` l)resented in
Figs. 16 19. From r(,sults pres{`nt{`d pr(,viously. (st`(,
Fig. 15), it was shown that on tit(, win(hvard symm(,-
try plane the measured h{`ating data (h_parted from
a lantinar l){,havior downstreant of x/L _ (}.1. A
sitnilar I){`havior ill th{' lateral h(,atixtg {list ributi{ms
is ol)serw,d in Figs. 16 19. The diff{'renc{' 1)('tw{'{`n
umasured heating and laminar l)r(,di{'tions in(:reas(,s
with each suc{:essiv{, downstr(,an! lateral cut until at
:r/L = 0.7 (Fig. 18), th{` heating on tho (:{`lit{q" por-
tion of the model agr(,es with th{` turlmh'nt LATCH
predi{'tions. Th{` Sl}ik(' in heating near y/L _ -0.2 ()l}-
served in this cut plane ix caus{`d l)y a small danmg{`d
area on th(' m()d('l du{' to a partich' in th{` flow slrik-
ing th(' l}host}hor ('oating. This 'unintended _vuq/mess
element {:aus(,d localized early I)oundary transition.
At x/L = 0.9, th(' localized transition r(,gion ('aus{`d
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Fig. 15 Windward symmetry heating on the D-
Loft forebody at M_ = 6, o = 4(Y', and R(!L = 6.6x10 _'.
by the "trip" has merged with the wedge of turbu-
lent flow over tile central portion of the model and
the measured data are in good agreement (10 percent)
with the LATCH turbulent t)redictions. In fact, for all
cases where the flow was clearly turbulent, the LATCH
calculations agree well with the exl)erimental measure-
merits.
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Fig. 17 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.5, 3I_ = 6, o : 40 ° , and
ReL ----6.6x106.
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Fig. 18 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.7, 3I_ = 6, _t = 40 ° , and
ReL : 6.6x10 _.
Fig. 16 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.3, _'_I_ = 6, r_ = 40", and
ReL -- 6.6x10 _;.
Finally, for a ReL _ 5xl() 6, windward symmetry
phme heating distrihutions for this configuration are
presented for two lower angles of attack (_ = 20 ° and
30 ° ) in Figs. 20 and 21.
For c_ = 2(}° (Fig. 20), two sets of data obtained
on different models (see Table 2), are included. Both
sets of measurements are in excellent agreement with
each other and also with laminar heating computed
by LATCH. For this case the flow appears to be com-
pletely laminar.
At _ = 30 ° (Fig. 21), the measured heating agrees
with the LATCH laminar predictions for x/L <_ 0.6
and then rises rapidly, indicative of transition, to a
level slightly above the turbulent LATCH prediction.
These results (shown in Figs. 20, 21, and 14) graphi-
8 oF 1,1
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1
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©
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. . . • , , , , , ,
-0.4 -0.3 4710.2 - .1 0,0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0,4 0.5
Fig. 19 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft forebody at x/L = 0.9, ._I_ = 6, a = 40 ° , and
ReL = 66x10 _.
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Fig. 20 Windward symmetry heating on the D-
Loft forebody at M:_ = 6, (_ = 20 °, and RcL ----
5.():r 1()_.
(:ally illustrate the forwar{l tnoventent transition with
increasing angle of attack ¢tiscuss(,d by Thoml)SOtl,
el al.'
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Fig. 21 Windward symmetry heating on the D-
Loft forebody at 3[_ = 6, <_ = 30", and Re1. =
5,0xlO '_.
Rev-C Configuration
Heat transfer tests have been conducted on a Rev
C tip-to-tail model that had a length of 10 inches fl'om
the tip of the nose to the end of the engine block (ap-
proximately 0.0132 scah'). In this section measured
heating {tata froln thes(, tests ar(' t)res(mted along with
t)r('dictions from the LATCH cod('.
First. heating distributions along the windward
sy]nmetry plane for ReL ,_ 3.6x10 {_ and o = 20",
30" and 40" at'(' presented in Figs. 22, 23. and 24.
r('st)('ctively. In general, both the measured heating
and tit(' LATCH pr(,(licti(ms increase with angle ()t'
atta('k w(mhl t)e exl)e('t('d. How(wer, for all angles
of attack, th(' (,xt)erimental data are higher than the
LATCH eah:ulations in the nose region, x/L _< 0.3,
and somewhat lower for x/L > 0.3. The reason h)r
this disagreement is unknown. Although, no LAURA
cah'ulations are available for this configuration at these
conditions, 1)ased on tim ('omparisons 1)(,tw('en LAUI/A
and LATCH for the D Loft fl)rel)ody mo(hq shown
t)r(wiously and (m ()t]l(_r ('omt)arisons at flight ('ondi-
tions (which will t)(, shown in the next s('ction) LAURA
and LATCH would I)(, ext)(_ct('d t() give similar l)r('dic-
tions for this case. H()wev(,r. as point('(l out pr(wiously,
tim models have not been test(,(l for quality assuran('('
and (liff(,r(uices in shal m t)etwo(,n the wind tunn(q att(t
COlll[)lltk/tioilal ]ilOd(q geOlll(_tFi('s ('ollld CallSO solile of
tim el)served (liff(u(mc(' 1)(,tween (,Xl)(,riment and l)re -
diction. For all titan'(, X-33 h(,ating tests, quality
aSSlll'all('( * lll(_asllrenlPlltS have ])een t)]allllP(| as all ilt-
t.egral l)arl of the m()d('l e(mstructi(m l)ro('ess.
M. • 8 -- LATCH - IJmlnlf
a. 20 deg _; Experkl_nt - Run 31
ReL = 3.6 X 10"
12
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0102nl _
1
°'b.O 01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 Og 10
=/L
Fig. 22 Windward symmetry plane heating on
tim Rev-C configuration at M_ = 6, _ = 20 ° , and
RcL = 3.6x10 _.
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Fig. 23 Windward symmetry plane heating on
the Rev-C configuration at ,_I_ = 6, (_ = 30", and
Rc_ = 3.6:r10 _.
For (_ = 30" an(l Re/. = 3.6x1() (_, lateral heat-
ing distributions at x/L = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7.0.8. and 0.9 art'
presented in Figs. 25 29. r('st)('('tively. The two IllOSt
forward stations at x/L = 0.3 aim 0.5 (Figs. 25 and 26)
are ahead of t.h(, cant(,d-fin, fliselage jtm('tur(' and the
|mating distrilmti(m is similar to that shown previously
for the D Loft f()rebo(l.v m()del. Both the (,xt)erim(m-
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Fig. 24 Windward symmetry plane heating on
the Rev-C configuration at Al_ = 6, (r = 40", and
ReL = 3.6x10_L
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Fig. 25 Lateral heating distribution on the Rev-
C configuration at x/L = 0.3, $iI__ = 6, o = 30 ° , and
R/'t. = 3.6x10".
tal data and the LATCH computations are lowest near
the symmetry t)lane (y/L = 0) and increase to a maxi-
mum in the chine region. Ttle LATCH predictions are
in reasonably good quantitative agreement with the
measured heating near the symnletry plane but are
significantly lower than the measured data in the chine
region. This is similar to the results shown t)reviously
for the D Loft. Additional heating tests are t)]anned
for the Rex, F configuration, which is a later version of
tile X-33 vehicle than those included in this paper. As
a part of these tests, extensive sut)t)orting calculations
are t)lammd to fllrther investigate the (:onsistent trend
el)served here of underpredicting the "laminar" chine
heating.
Further aft on the model, the lateral cuts at
x/L = 0.7,0.8 and 0.9 (Figs. 27, 28, and 29) in-
clude data on the windwar(t side of tile (:anted fin.
For x/L = 0.7 (Fig. 27) and 0.8 (Fig. 28), the heat-
ing in(:reases in a direction away from the sylnmetry
plane (!//L = 0), reaches a peak in the chine re-
gion (y/L _ 0.2 0.3), decreases around the side of the
fuselage, an(l then increases again on the win(tward
side of the canted fill. The LATCH l)redictions are
ill goo(t qualitative agreement with the ext)erimental
measuremellts but again underpredict the heating on
the chines. The overall comparison on the windward
side of the canted fin is better than on the chines. For
x/L = 0.9 (Fig. 29), the trends are similar to those
at the two l)revious axial stations (x/L = 0.7 and 0.8)
hut lower heating is observed over the (:enter portion
of the model. This lower heating is caused by an ex-
t)ansion region on the rearward portion of the lower
surface. The ti I) of one of the canted was broken off
during the expermental tests. This a('counts for the
asymmetry in the measured heating outboard of the
chine region for negative values of y/L at this axial
station (x/L = (I.9).
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Fig. 26 Lateral heating distribution on the Rev-
C configuration at x/L = 0.5, M_ = 6, q : 30 ° , and
ReL = 3.6.r10 a.
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Fig. 27 Lateral heating distribution on the Rev-
C configuration at x/L = 0.7, ._I .... 6, o = 3()°, and
Rec = 3.6x10_%
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Fig. 28 Lateral heating distribution on the Rev-
C configuration at .r/L = 0.8, ,l[_ = 6, t_= 30", and
RcL = 3.6xlff _.
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Fig. 29 Lateral heating distribution on the Rev
C configuration at .r/L -- 0.9, 31 .... 6, (_= 30", and
Re1. = 3.6x10".
Flight Predictions
In this section COml)ut('([ heating resuhs fi'om th(,
LATCH (:ode at'(' ('omt)ared with computed ]mating re-
suits fr()m the LAURA ('o(h' at the t)eak laminar heat-
ing point on the nominal TPS (Thermal Protection
System) design traj(,ctory. The fre('stream conditions
for this ('as(' are given in TAM(' 3.
Table 3
tions
Freestream conditions for flight calcula-
Altitu(te = 175.8 kft
2_I_, = 11.5
(t = 36.2 deg
l)_ = 1.0636 lb/ft2
Tx = 476.4 deg R
Re/. = 2.9 x 106
the 1)ottom half of tit(' figure an(l those fl'om LAURA
on the top. These ('ah'ulations w(,r(, for laminar flow
and th(, wall teml)erature was assumed to I)e the ra-
diation equilibrium wall temperature. The heating fin"
this ('ase is presented directly in terms of heat trans-
fer rate ((1,,,) because tit(, wall to total enthalpy ratio
is relativ(,ly h)w (0.2 0.3) and the twating rate is r(qa-
tively insensitive to wall t(,mt)eratur('. From Fig. 30. it
is el)served that the two ('odes are in good qualitative
agreement fl)r this ('ase. The heating rate contours in
both the chine and canted-fin regions are very simibtr.
Although the heating rate ('ontours near the windwm'd
symmetry plane apt)ear at first glan('e to be quite dif-
ferent, the heating in that region is nearly ('onstant and
the two calculations are a('tually in very good agre('-
Illent.
LAURA . _'
LATCH -"
Fig. 30 Comparison of LATCH and LAURA heat-
ing rate predictions on the lower surface of X-33 in
flight.
Heating distributions along the windwar(l sym-
nmtry l)lane are l)resented in Fig. 31 and as well as
lateral distributions at several axial stati(ms. :r = 250,
500. 550. 600. 650. and 700 inches, in Figs. 32 37. re-
sl)ectivel.v. The lateral ('ut at x = 25(I inches (Fig. 32)
is on the tbrebody ahead of th(' ('anted fin. All of the
remaining lateral ('uts (Figs. 33 37) are downstream
of tit(' the cantod-fi,_ fuselage junctur(' (see Figs. 1 and
2). In general the LATCH and LAURA resuhs are
in very goo(l agr(,ement (+ l(l t)('rcent) ()ver m()st ()f
the win(tward surface ex('el)t in the (:hine region near
the rear of tim vehi('le where the LATCH i)re(ti('tions
are lower than LAURA 1)v al)t)roximately 20 30 per-
cent. Tit(' agreement 1)etween LATCH and LAURA
at this flight condition is encouraging ])(wause it sug-
gests that th(' LATCH co(h', whi('h has a nm('h faster
turn around time than LAURA. ('an b(' itse(t to l)re(li('t
flight heating rates for X-33 TPS &'sign.
Figure 30 shows a plan-fi)rm view of the lower
surface of the X-33, D Loft ('onfigm'ation with com-
t)arisons of t h(' heating rate contours froIll the LATCH
and LAURA ('odes. The LATCH results are shown on
Concluding Remarks
Laminar and turbulent heating-rate cah'ulations
from an "engineering" code (LATCH) and laminar
calculations from a "benchmark" Navier-Stok('s ('ode
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Fig. 31 Windward symmetry plane heating on the
D-Loft configuration at M_ = 11.5, o = 36.2", and
R_'_, = 2.9x106.
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Fig. 34 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at x = 550 inches, M_ -- 11.5,
(_ = 36.2 °, and Rot. = 2.9x10 ¢_.
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Fig. 32 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at x = 250 inches, 21I_ = 11.5,
o = 36.2", and Rt_L = 2.9x10 f_.
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Fig. 35 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at x = 600 inches, M_ = 11.5,
_ = 36.2 °, and Rez. = 2.9x10 ¢*.
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Fig. 33 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at x = 500 inches, 3I_ = 11.5,
= 36.2 °, and ReL = 2.9x10 (_.
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Fig. 36 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at .v = 650 inches, 21I_ = 11.5,
(_ = 36.2", and ReL = 2.9x10 _.
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Fig. 37 Lateral heating distribution on the D-
Loft configuration at :r = 700 inches, 31_ = 11.5,
el= 36.2", and Re#. = 2.9x1(}".
(LAURA) were conlt)ared with experiInental wind-
tunnel data obtained on several candidate configura-
tions for the X-33 Phase II flight ve]licle. Tilt' experi-
mental data were obtained at a Math mmll)er of 6 and
a freestream Reyntd(ts mmlber ranging fl'om at)proxi-
mately al)out 1 x 10 ti to 8 x 10"/ft. Coml)arisons are
presented along the windward symmetry plane and in
a circumferential direction around the body at several
axial stations at angles of attack fi'onl 2iF to 40C The
eXl)erimental results inch|de both laminar and turlm-
lent flow.
For (i = 40." the measured heatin_ data along the
windward synmmtry plane exhibited a "non-laminar'"
behavior begining near :r/L = 0.1 which caused the
heating to increase above the lanfinar hwel long before
"'classical" transition to turbulent flow was observed
and the departure flom the lanlinar ]mating level in-
creased with increasing Ileynolds number. This be-
havior was not observed at tilt' lower allglos of attack
(i. e. (/ = 20" and 30"). The predicted inviscid pres-
sure distrib||tion along tilt, windward synlmetry plane
exhil)itt,d two ov('r Oxl)aIIsioIl and rt't:Olllt)ro.s.'4iOll l('-
gitms, one near the nose (.r/L ,_ ILl) and the other
near the nlidt)oint of the vehMe (.r/L _ (I.45). These
rect)lllt)lessit)llS W('TO observed to increase in strength
with angle of attack. Disturl)ances enlimtting from tilt,
leCtmlt)r(,ssioll ill tilt' nose region may have disturbed
the flow and (\tutti|rated to the ilOll-lalllitlar behavior
of the heating observed at tilt' highest angle of attack.
\Vht,n the flow was comt)letely laminar, both
codes t)redicted tilt' nleasm'ed ]leating along the
wi|ldward symmetry plane reasonably well, generally
within 10 t)(,rce]lt; hOW('V(W, ])ot.h t't)des under pre-
dicted the measured heating in the chine region, gem
elally by 25 3/) percent. \\:hen the flow was turlmlent
the LATCH code accurately l)redicted the measured
heating rates within about 10-12 percent. Both codes
were used to calculate heating rates over an X-33 vehi-
cle at the t)eak heating point on tilt, design traj(wtt)ry
l 3 OF
and they were fomltI to Iw in very good agrt,t,mt,nt
except near the rear of the vehicle in tilt, chine region.
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